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INTRODUCTION 

 

In today's conditions of rapid change and knowledge updating, the training of highly 

qualified specialists with high general scientific and professional training in higher education 

is of particular importance. The main task is to further improve the training of qualified 

personnel for production, scientific and research organizations. 

The content of optimization tasks is very diverse. They can be related to the design of 

technical devices and technological processes, to the distribution of limited resources and 

planning of the enterprises work, finally, to the solution of problems that arise in the 

everyday life of a person. In this course, the main definitions and concepts are formulated, 

which play an important role in the further presentation of the material, data on the 

formulation of characteristic tasks in finding extremum in engineering and related science, 

production, examples of applied tasks with optimal design and planning are given, as well as 

algorithms and practical examples of solving the optimization tasks main classes - finding 

conditional and unconditional extremum, mathematical programming, variational calculus. 

 

The subject of the academic discipline is mathematical methods of optimization. 

 

Interdisciplinary connections: based on theoretical, general technical and special 

knowledge that was acquired during the study of the disciplines "Higher mathematics", 

"Materials science", "Technological foundations of mechanical engineering", "Technology of 

manufacturing machines typical parts and assembly", "Theoretical foundations of machines 

technology processing and assembly" and provides course and diploma design. 
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1. The purpose and tasks of the academic discipline 

 

1.1. The purpose of teaching the academic discipline "Mathematical methods of 

optimization" is to prepare a specialist who studies mechanical engineering technology and 

other related disciplines to master the system of knowledge and practical skills regarding the 

basics of optimization methods. 

 

1.2. The main tasks of studying the discipline "Mathematical methods of 

optimization" are to form in students a system of knowledge about the basics; develop in 

students the ability to apply modern mathematical optimization methods in technological 

processes of metalworking and modeling features and mathematical description of 

technological processes of cutting and pressure treatment. 

 

1.3. According to the requirements of the educational professional program, 

students should: 

know : 

elementary optimization basics; methods for solving one-dimensional optimization 

problems; methods of solving multidimensional optimization problems; solve optimization 

problems using analytical and numerical methods; basics of calculations, elementary basics 

of optimization; methods of solving one-dimensional optimization problems; methods of 

solving multidimensional optimization problems; elements of variations calculus, to have the 

concept of functional; elements of linear programming; elements of nonlinear and dynamic 

programming;   

be able : 

formulate and compose optimization problems; using modern methods of analysis, find 

solutions to optimization problems; analyze the results of solutions to optimization problems, 

numerical or analytical solutions to technological optimization problems; solve optimization 

problems using analytical and numerical methods. 

 

108 hours/2 ECTS credits are allocated to the study of the academic discipline. 
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2. Information volume of the academic discipline 

 

  Content module 1. 

 

Topic 1. Conditions for finding an extremum. 

General formulation of the optimization problem and basic provisions. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for an unconditional extremum. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the conditional extremum. Statement of the 

problem and basic definitions. Conditional extremum under equality-type restrictions. 

Conditional extremum under the restrictions of the inequality type. Conditional extremum 

under mixed constraints. 

 

Topic 2. Numerical methods for finding an unconditional extremum. 

Principles of construction of numerical methods for finding an unconditional 

extremum. 

Zero-order methods. 

One-dimensional minimization methods. Problem statement and search strategy. 

Uniform search method. The method of dividing the interval in half. Dichotomy method. 

Golden ratio method. Fibonacci method. Quadratic interpolation method. 

Configuration method. 

The deformable polyhedron method. 

Rosenbrock method. 

Method of connected directions. 

Random search techniques. An adaptive random search method. A random search 

method with a return on a failed step. Best sample method. 

First-order methods. Gradient descent method with a constant step. The fastest 

gradient descent method. Coordinate descent method. Gauss-Seidel method. Fletcher-Reeves 

method. Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method. Cubic interpolation method. 

Second-order methods. Newton's method. Newton-Raphson method. Marquardt's 

method. 
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Topic 3. Numerical methods of finding a conditional extremum. 

Principles of construction of numerical methods for finding a conditional extremum. 

Successive unconditional minimization methods. Penalty method. Barrier functions 

method. Combined method of penalty functions. Multiplier method. The method of exact 

penalty functions. 

Methods of possible directions. Gradient projection method. The Soytendeyk method. 

 

Content module 2. 

 

Topic 4. Linear programming problem. 

Methods for solving problems of linear programming. 

Danzig simplex method. The solution of the canonical problem. Solution of the main 

problem. 

Two-phase simplex method. 

Methods for solving linear integer programming problems. Method of branches and 

bounds. The Gomora method. 

Methods of solving transport problems. 

Problem statement and solution strategy. Methods of finding the initial transportation 

plan. Northwest corner method. The minimal element method. 

Potentials method. 

 

Topic 5. Variational calculus problem. 

General formulation of the problem and basic provisions. 

Variational problems of finding an unconditional extremum. 

Variation method in problems with fixed boundaries. 

Functionals dependent on one function. 

Functionals dependent on several functions. 

Functionals dependent on higher-order derivatives of one function. 

Functionals dependent on the derivatives of the higher order of several functions. 

The method of variations in problems with moving boundaries. 

Functionals dependent on one function. The case of smooth extremals. 
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Functionals dependent on one function. A case of unequal extremes. 

Functionals dependent on several functions. 

Variational problems of finding a conditional extremum. 

Conditional extremum problems with finite connections. 

Conditional extremum problems with differential connections. 

Conditional extremum problems with integral connections. Isoperimetric problems. 

 

 

 

Approximate list of practical works 

 

Practical work No. 1. Elementary optimization theory. Basic theorems of extremal analysis. 

Methods of elementary optimization theory. 

 

Practical work No. 2. Research on extremum functions of several variables. 

 

Practical work No. 3. Numerical methods for finding conditional and unconditional 

extremum. 

 

Practical work No. 4. Numerical methods for solving optimization problems. 

Approximation of equations. 
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4. The form of study success final control is offset. 

 

Diagnosing learning success means: current control, which is carried out, in 

particular, in the following forms: oral survey, written or test express control in practical 

classes; execution of control works; checking the performance of independent work.  

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trb.2015.03.006
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